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Abstract. General properties of Kerr–Schild spacetimes with (A)dS back-
ground in arbitrary dimension n > 3 are studied. It is shown that the geodetic
Kerr–Schild vector k is a multiple WAND of the spacetime. Einstein Kerr–Schild
spacetimes with non-expanding k are shown to be of Weyl type N, while the
expanding spacetimes are of type II or D.

It is shown that this class of spacetimes obeys the optical constraint. This
allows us to solve Sachs equation, determine r-dependence of boost weight zero
components of the Weyl tensor and discuss curvature singularities.

1. Introduction

Kerr–Schild (KS) class of spacetimes [1], i.e. metrics of the form

gab = ηab − 2Hkakb, (1)

with H being a scalar function and k being a null vector with respect to the background
flat metric ηab and full metric gab, play an important role in the study of exact solutions
of the vacuum Einstein equations in four and higher dimensions. The exceptional
advantage of this ansatz is that it makes analytic calculations tractable and allows
analysis of such spacetimes in full generality while at the same time it contains exact
solutions of high interest, such as Kerr black holes and higher dimensional Myers–
Perry black holes [2] and type N pp-waves [3, 4]. General properties of such metrics
in arbitrary dimension were studied in [4].

Rotating black holes with de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds discovered in
four, five and higher dimensions in [5], [6] and [7], respectively, can be cast to the
generalized Kerr–Schild (GKS) form‡

gab = ḡab − 2Hkakb, (2)

with k again being null vector with respect to background de Sitter or anti-de Sitter
metric ḡab and full metric gab.

In this paper we analyze properties of metrics (2) in dimension n > 3 and
generalize the main results of [4] from the Ricci flat case to the case of Einstein
spacetimes. Hereafter we thus assume that ḡab = Ωηab is n-dimensional (A)dS metric

‡ See e.g. [8, 7] for discussion of this class of metrics in higher dimensions.
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with cosmological constant Λ, with Minkowski metric ηab being in the canonical form
−dt2 + dx1

2 + . . .+ dxn−1
2.

In section 2 it is shown that under quite general conditions, including the case of
Einstein spacetimes, Einstein equations imply that the KS vector field k is geodetic.
In section 3 curvature tensors and Einstein equations for the metric (2) are studied in
the case of geodetic k. It is also shown that k is necessarily a multiple WAND.

In the rest of the paper we focus on Einstein GKS spacetimes. In section 4 we
point out that Brinkmann warp product preserves GKS form. In section 5 it is shown
that for the non-expanding k Einstein GKS spacetimes belong to type N Kundt class
and explicit examples of such metrics are obtained using the Brinkmann warp product.
In section 6 we study the case with expanding k. It is shown that these spacetimes
obey the “optical constraint” [4]. This allows us to determine r-dependence§ of the
optical matrix and boost weight zero components of the curvature tensors and analyze
curvature singularities.

In section 7 we briefly discuss the main results. Appendix A contains frame
components of Riemann and Weyl tensors in the case of geodetic KS vector k. In
the Appendix B we compare the r-dependence of the optical matrix in a parallelly
propagated frame for general Einstein GKS metric and for the five-dimensional (A)dS–
Kerr black hole.

1.1. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we use standard notation of higher dimensional NP formalism
[9, 10] (see also [11]). For completeness, let us briefly summarize the notation and list
several useful relations.

We will work in a real frame n ≡ m(0), ` ≡ m(1), m(i) consisting of two null
vectors `, n and n− 2 orthonormal spacelike vectors m(i) obeying

`a`a = nana = `am(i)
a = nam(i)

a = 0 , `ana = 1 , m(i)am(j)
a = δij , (3)

with indices i, j, . . . going from 2 to n − 1 and a, b, . . . from 0 to n − 1. Then the
full metric takes the form

gab = 2n(a`b) + δijm
(i)
a m

(j)
b . (4)

Throughout the paper we conveniently identify the KS vector k with the null frame
vector `.

Ricci rotation coefficients Lab, Nab and
i

M bc are defined as the frame components
of covariant derivatives

`a;b = Lcdm
(c)
a m

(d)
b , na;b = Ncdm

(c)
a m

(d)
b , m

(i)
a;b =

i

Mcdm
(c)
a m

(d)
b . (5)

In the case of geodetic and affinely parametrized vector ` the following definitions
[9, 10] are useful

Sij ≡ L(ij) = σij + θδij , Aij ≡ L[ij],

θ ≡ 1
n−2Sii, σ2 ≡ σijσij , ω2 ≡ AijAij , (6)

where Sij , σij and Aij are the expansion, shear and twist matrices, respectively, and
θ, σ and ω are the corresponding scalars.

Directional derivatives along the frame vectors are denoted as

D ≡ `a∇a , ∆ ≡ na∇a , δi ≡ ma
(i)∇a . (7)

§ With r being the affine parameter along KS congruence k.
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Finally, the conformal factor Ω in the background de Sitter and anti-de Sitter
metric ḡab = Ωηab is

Ω = Ω+ =
`2Λ
t2

=
(n− 2)(n− 1)

2Λt2
, (8)

Ω = Ω− =
a2

x1
2

= −
(n− 2)(n− 1)

2Λx1
2

, (9)

respectively, while Minkowski limit Λ = 0 can be obtained by setting Ω = 1. Note
also that Ω satisfies

Ω,ab

Ω
=

3
2

Ω,aΩ,b

Ω2
, −1

4
Ω,aΩ,b

Ω2
ḡab =

2
(n− 2)(n− 1)

Λ. (10)

When k is geodetic and affinely parametrized, the following identities are also
useful

ka
;a = Lii , ka;b k

a;b = LijLij , ka;b k
b;a = LijLji . (11)

2. General KS vector field

The main point of this section is to show that if energy–momentum tensor obeys
Tabk

akb = 0 then Einstein equations imply that KS vector field is geodetic. This fact
is then used in the following sections.

Inverse metric to (2) has the form

gab = ḡab + 2Hkakb, (12)

where ḡab = Ω−1ηab. Christoffel symbols read

Γa
bc = − (Hkakb),c − (Hkakc),b + gas (Hkbkc),s +

1
2

Ω,c

Ω
δa
b +

1
2

Ω,b

Ω
δa
c − 1

2
Ω,s

Ω
gasḡbc.(13)

When studying constraints following from the Einstein equations, it is natural
to start with the highest boost weight component of the Ricci tensor R00 = Rabk

akb

— since k is present in Γa
bc, many terms in this contraction vanish. Though such

calculation is still quite involved it leads to a remarkably simple result

R00 = 2Hkc;ak
akc

;bk
b − 1

2
(n− 2)

(
Ω,ab

Ω
− 3

2
Ω,aΩ,b

Ω2

)
kakb (14)

for general form of Ω. Therefore for (A)dS background from (10)

R00 = 2Hkc;ak
akc

;bk
b. (15)

From the Einstein equations it now follows

Proposition 1 The null vector ka in the generalized Kerr–Schild metric (2) is
geodetic if and only if the component of the energy–momentum tensor T00 = Tabk

akb

vanishes.

Proposition 1 implies that vector k is geodetic for Einstein GKS spacetimes.
In fact geodeticity of k also holds for spacetimes with aligned matter fields such as
aligned Maxwell field (Fabk

a ∝ kb) or aligned pure radiation (Tab ∝ kakb). Thus
starting from section 3 we consider k being geodetic and affinely parametrized. This
leads to a considerable simplification of the necessary calculations.
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2.1. KS congruence in the background spacetime

Here we point out that geodeticity and optical properties of the KS congruence in the
background (A)dS spacetime and in the full GKS spacetime coincide.

Note that Christoffel symbols and curvature tensor components of the background
(A)dS spacetime can be obtained from the corresponding quantities in the full GKS
spacetime by simply setting H to zero. Using (13) it is straightforward to see that

ka;bk
b = ka,bk

b = ka;bk
b,

ka
;bk

b = ka
,bk

b +
Ω,b

Ω
kakb = ka

;bk
b, (16)

where ka;b denotes a covariant derivative with respect to the background (A)dS metric
ḡab. Thus k is geodetic in the full GKS metric iff it is geodetic in the (A)dS background
ḡab.

Following [4] we can introduce a null frame in the background ḡab by replacing n
by ñ and keeping remaining frame vectors unchanged

ña = na + Hka, (17)

which guarantees

ḡab = 2k(añb) + δijm
(i)
a m

(j)
b (18)

and allows us to compare the optical matrices Lij and L̃ij in the full spacetime and
in the background, respectively. Note that for k geodetic, Lij does not depend on our
particular choice (17) since in such case Lij is invariant under null rotations with k
fixed [10].

Using (13) it follows

Lij ≡ ka;bm
(i)am(j)b = ka;bm

(i)am(j)b ≡ L̃ij (19)

and therefore the optical matrices of the congruence k in the full GKS spacetime and
in the (A)dS background are equal.

3. Curvature tensors for geodetic KS vector field

As discussed in section 2, for Einstein GKS spacetimes KS vector k is always geodetic
and therefore from now on we assume geodeticity of k. Then we arrive at convenient
expressions used in the following calculations

Γa
bck

b = −DHkakc +
1
2

Ω,c

Ω
ka +

1
2

Ω,b

Ω
kbδa

c − 1
2

Ω,b

Ω
ḡabkc, (20)

Γa
bcka = DHkbkc +

1
2

Ω,c

Ω
kb +

1
2

Ω,b

Ω
kc −

1
2

Ω,a

Ω
kaḡbc. (21)

3.1. Ricci tensor

Ricci tensor of the GKS metric can be expressed as

Rab = (Hkakb);cd g
cd − (Hkska);bs − (Hkskb);as +

2Λ
n− 2

ḡab

− 2H
(
D2H + LiiDH + 2Hω2

)
kakb, (22)
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which for Λ = 0 reduces to the result of [4]. From (22) it follows that k is an eigenvector
of the Ricci tensor

Rabk
b = −

[
D2H + (n− 2)θDH + 2Hω2 − 2Λ

n− 2

]
ka (23)

and thus boost weight 1 frame components R0i of the Ricci tensor vanish along with
R00. The non-vanishing frame components of the Ricci tensor read

R01 = −D2H− (n− 2)θDH− 2Hω2 +
2Λ
n− 2

, (24)

Rij = 2HLikLjk − 2 (DH + (n− 2)θH)Sij +
2Λ
n− 2

δij , (25)

R1i = −δi(DH) + 2L[i1]DH + 2LijδjH− SjjδiH

+ 2H
(
δjAij +Aij

j

Mkk −Ajk

i

Mjk − L1iSjj + 3LijL[1j] + LjiL(1j)

)
, (26)

R11 = δi(δiH) + (Nii − 2HSii) DH +
(

4L1i − 2Li1 +
i

Mjj

)
δiH− Sii∆H +

4HΛ
n− 1

+ 2H
(

2δiL[1i] + 4L1iL[1i] + Li1Li1 − L11Sii + 2L[1i]

i

M jj − 2AijNij − 2Hω2

)
.(27)

3.2. Algebraic type of the Weyl tensor

Components of the Weyl and Riemann tensor for the GKS metric with geodetic k are
given in the Appendix A. In the previous section we have seen that positive boost
weight frame components of the Ricci tensor identically vanish. It turns out that this
is true for the Weyl tensor as well, i.e.

C0i0j = 0, C010i = 0, C0ijk = 0, (28)

and therefore

Proposition 2 Generalized Kerr–Schild spacetime (2) with a geodetic Kerr–Schild
vector k is algebraically special with k being the multiple WAND.

KS spacetimes (2) with a geodetic Kerr–Schild vector k are therefore of Weyl
type II or more special. Using also a result from [12] that spacetimes (not necessarily
of the Kerr–Schild class) which are either static or stationary with non-vanishing
“expansion” and “reflection symmetry” are compatible only with Weyl types G, Ii, D
or O we immediately arrive at

Corollary 3 Static generalized Kerr–Schild spacetimes (2) with a geodetic Kerr–
Schild vector k are of type D or conformally flat.

Similar statement also holds for the stationary case. Note that the above proposition is
not restricted to Einstein spaces — the only assumption we need is that k is geodetic,
which is by proposition 1 equivalent to T00 = Tabk

akb = 0.
Note also that these results immediately imply that Kerr–de Sitter metrics in

arbitrary dimension [7] are of type D, as shown previously in [13] by explicit calculation
of the Weyl tensor.
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3.3. Vacuum Einstein equations

Since all previous results were derived without imposing Einstein field equations
we now proceed with studying their implications for GKS spacetimes. From now
on, we thus consider only Einstein spacetimes. Let us recall that in this case k
is necessarily geodetic by proposition 1. Vacuum Einstein field equations (with
cosmological constant) read

Rab =
2

n− 2
Λgab. (29)

Note that the terms containing cosmological constant Λ in the boost weight zero Ricci
components R01 (24) and Rij (25) cancel with the corresponding terms on the right
hand side of the Einstein equations (29). The frame components of Einstein vacuum
equations thus read

D2H + (n− 2)θDH + 2Hω2 = 0, (30)
2HLikLjk − 2 (DH + (n− 2)θH)Sij = 0, (31)
R1i = 0 , R11 = 0, (32)

where R1i and R11 are given by (26) and (27), respectively.
Following [4], we rewrite trace of (31) as

(n− 2)θ(D logH) = LijLij − (n− 2)2θ2

= σ2 + ω2 − (n− 2)(n− 3)θ2. (33)

Since H appears in (33) only for θ 6= 0 it is natural to study non-expanding KS
solutions (θ = 0) and expanding KS solutions (θ 6= 0) separately. This will be done in
sections 5 and 6.

4. Brinkmann warp product preserves GKS form

In this section we point out that Brinkmann warp product (see [14, 15]) preserves
GKS form. This warp product is thus a convenient method for constructing n-
dimensional Einstein GKS spacetimes from known (n−1)-dimensional GKS Ricci-flat
or Einstein metrics. This applies e.g. to black strings constructed from Myers–Perry
black holes with cosmological constant or to Einstein Kundt metrics constructed from
Ricci-flat/Einstein Kundt metrics (see section 5).

It follows from [14] that starting with (n − 1)-dimensional seed Einstein metric
ds̃2, one can generate n-dimensional Einstein metric ds2

ds2 =
1

f(z)
dz2 + f(z)ds̃2, (34)

with

f(z) = −λz2 + 2dz + b, λ =
2Λ

(n− 1)(n− 2)
, (35)

and with b and d being constant parameters. Necessary and sufficient condition for
ds2 being Einstein spacetime is that

R̃ = (n− 1)(n− 2)(λb+ d2), (36)

where R̃ is the Ricci scalar of the (n− 1)-dimensional Einstein seed metric ds̃2. Note
that for R 6= 0 only following combinations of signs of R̃ and R are allowed: (−,−),
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(0,−), (+,−), (+,+) and that only the case (−,−) is free from singularities at f(z) = 0
(see [15]) .

It was also shown in [15] that Weyl type of ds2 is the same or more special then
the type of ds̃2. In particular, if the seed metric ds̃2 is of type N then ds2 is of the
type N as well.

Furthermore, if the seed metric ds̃2 is of the GKS form (2), then ds2 given by
1
f

dz2 + fḡabdxadxb − 2fHkakbdxadxb. (37)

is also of the GKS form since the new warped background metric f−1dz2+fḡabdxadxb

is necessarily Einstein and conformally flat and therefore (A)dS or Minkowski.
For setting the warped background metric to the canonical form, one may use

following coordinate transformations:

AdSn−1 ⇒ AdSn : x2 = x̃2 + z̃2, z =

√
− (d2 + λb)z̃

λx̃
+
d

λ
, (38)

dSn−1 ⇒ AdSn : t2 = t̃2 − z̃2, z =
√
d2 + λb t̃

−λz̃
+
d

λ
, (39)

dSn−1 ⇒ dSn : t2 = t̃2 − z̃2, z =
√
d2 + λb z̃

λt̃
+
d

λ
, (40)

Mn−1 ⇒ AdSn : z =
1
λz̃

+
d

λ
. (41)

By an appropriate coordinate transformation one can set the warped metric (34)
in a form conformal to a direct product [15]. Such form depends on the combination
of signs of R̃ and R and all such combinations are given in [15]. Here we list only cases
relevant in this paper — i.e. cases with R 6= 0

λ > 0 : ds2 = cosh−2(
√
λx)(dx2 + ds̃2) (R̃ > 0), (42)

λ < 0 : ds2 = cos−2(
√
−λx)(dx2 + ds̃2) (R̃ < 0), (43)

ds2 = (−λx2)−1(dx2 + ds̃2) (R̃ = 0), (44)
ds2 = sinh−2(

√
−λx)(dx2 + ds̃2) (R̃ > 0). (45)

Note that R̃ and λ are related by |R̃| = (n− 1)(n− 2)|λ|.

5. Non-expanding GKS Einstein spacetimes

Let us first consider Einstein GKS spacetimes with a non-expanding (θ = 0) null KS
congruence k. From equation (33) it follows that the congruence is also shear-free and
twist-free σ = ω = 0. Thus in this case the optical matrix vanishes

Lij = 0, (46)

and Einstein equations (30) reduce to

D2H = 0, (47)
δi(DH) − 2L[i1]DH = 0, (48)

δi(δiH) +NiiDH +
(

4L1i − 2Li1 +
i

M jj

)
δiH

+ 2H
(

2δiL[1i] + 4L1iL[1i] + Li1Li1 + 2L[1i]

i

Mjj

)
+

4HΛ
n− 1

= 0. (49)
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From (46)–(48) it follows that all boost weight 0 and −1 Weyl components, as given
in the Appendix A, vanish.
Proposition 4 Einstein generalized Kerr–Schild spacetimes (2) with non-expanding
KS congruence k are of type N with k being the multiple WAND. Twist and shear of
the KS congruence k necessarily vanish and these solutions thus belong to the class of
Einstein type N Kundt spacetimes.

Note that the above statement is also valid if we admit an additional aligned
null radiation term in the Ricci tensor i.e. Rab = 2Λ

n−2gab + Φkakb. The aligned null
radiation term appears only on the right hand side of the Einstein field equation (49)
and therefore it does not affect the derivation of proposition 4.

Kundt metrics defined as spacetimes admitting a null geodesic congruence with
vanishing optical matrix Lij can be in n dimensions expressed as [3]
ds2 = 2du

[
dv +H(u, v, xk)du+Wi(u, v, xk)dxi

]
+ gij(u, xk)dxidxj , (50)

where i, j = 2 . . . n − 1. In general Kundt spacetimes do not admit GKS form. This
directly follows from the fact that there exist e.g. type III Kundt spacetimes which,
by proposition 4 are incompatible with GKS form. It can be however shown [4] that
all type N Ricci-flat Kundt metrics [3]
ds2 = 2du

[
dv +H(u, v, xk)du+Wi(u, v, xk)dxi

]
+ δijdxidxj , (51)

where functions Wi and H are given in [3] admit KS form. Since there exist a
H0(r, u, xk) for which metric (51) is flat, all metrics (51) can be written in Kerr–
Schild form ds2 = ds2flat + (H0 −H0

flat)du2 .
Let us now show, using results of [16, 17] (see also [18]), that all four-dimensional

type N Einstein Kundt spacetimes admit GKS form. This class of metrics can be
expressed as [16]

ds2 = −2
Q2

P 2
dudv +

(
2k
Q2

P 2
v2 −

(
Q2
)
,u

P 2
v − Q

P
H

)
du2 +

1
P 2

(
dx2 + dy2

)
, (52)

where

P = 1 +
Λ̃
12

(x2 + y2), k =
Λ̃
6
α(u)2 +

1
2
(
β(u)2 + γ(u)2

)
, (53)

Q =

(
1 − Λ̃

12
(x2 + y2)

)
α(u) + β(u)x + γ(u)y,

with Λ̃ being four-dimensional cosmological constant and H = H(x, y, u).
These spacetimes are Einstein if

P 2(H,xx +H,yy) +
2
3
Λ̃H = 0. (54)

The general solution of (54) is [17]

H = 2f1,x − Λ̃
3P

(xf1 + yf2), (55)

where functions f1 = f1(u, x, y) and f2 = f2(u, x, y) are subject to f1,x = f2,y,
f1,y = −f2,x. It can be shown that metrics (52) are conformally flat for

H(x, y, u) =
1
P

(
A

(
1 − Λ̃

12
(x2 + y2)

)
+Bx+ Cy

)
, (56)

where A(u), B(u) and C(u) are arbitrary functions. Thus all metrics (52) differ from
the conformally flat case only by a factor of du and are therefore GKS.
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5.1. Examples of higher dimensional GKS Einstein Kundt spacetimes

In this section we will use Brinkmann warp product discussed in section 4 to construct
examples of higher dimensional Einstein Kundt spacetimes belonging to the GKS class.

Let us first use (44) to construct (n + 1)-dimensional type N generalized Kerr–
Schild Einstein spacetimes from n-dimensional vacuum type N Kundt metrics (51)

ds2 =
1

−λz̃2

(
2du

[
dv +H(u, v, xk)du+Wi(u, v, xk)dxi

]
+ δijdxidxj + dz̃2

)
, (57)

where i, j = 2 . . . n−1. By performing transformation v = −λṽz̃2 we can set the above
metric to the canonical Kundt form (50)

ds2 = 2du
[
dṽ + H̃du+ W̃ı̃dxı̃

]
+

1
−λz̃2

δı̃̃dxı̃dx̃, (58)

where ı̃, ̃ = 2 . . . n.

H̃ =
1

−λz̃2
H(u, v, xk), (59)

W̃i =
1

−λz̃2
Wi(u, v, xk) , i = 1 . . . n− 2 (60)

W̃(n−1) =
2ṽ
z̃
, (61)

dx(n−1) = dz̃. (62)

Vacuum type N Kundt spacetimes are VSI (all curvature invariants, including
differential invariants constructed from arbitrary covariant derivatives of Riemann
tensor vanish [19]). In the case with non-vanishing cosmological constant Λ curvature
invariants either vanish or are constants depending on Λ. All non-expanding Einstein
Kerr–Schild spacetimes are thus CSI (metrics with constant scalar invariants) [20].
In fact metrics (57), (58) were already discussed in [20, 21] in the context of CSI
spacetimes and supergravity.

So far we used only Ricci-flat type N seed metrics. One can however also warp
Einstein seed metrics (52) (Note that warping Einstein metrics (58) does not lead to
new results.) In principle one can use several possible combinations of signs of Ricci
scalars of the seed metric and full metric (see (42)–(45)) to construct a five-dimensional
Einstein solutions from (52). Note however that only the case (43) with both Ricci
scalars being negative is free from curvature or parallelly propagated singularities at
f(z) = 0 [15]. Therefore here we limit ourselves to the seed metrics (52) with Λ̃ < 0
and warp product (43) which leads to five dimensional metrics

ds2 =
1

cos2(
√
− Λ̃

3 z)

(
−2

Q2

P 2
dudv +

(
2k
Q2

P 2
v2 −

(
Q2
)
,u

P 2
v − Q

P
H

)
du2

+
1
P 2

(
dx2 + dy2

)
+ dz2

)
. (63)

The four-dimensional seed metrics — type N Kundt spacetimes with Λ̃ < 0 can
be split to three geometrically distinct subclasses (see [18]). Depending on whether
k is positive, negative or vanishing, we will denote these metrics as KN(Λ̃−, k+),
KN(Λ̃−, k−) and KN(Λ̃−, k0) (generalized Siklos waves), respectively.
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KN(Λ̃−, k+) spacetimes with the canonical choice α = 0, β =
√

2, γ = 0 are
represented by the metric (52) where the functions Q and k are given by

Q =
√

2x, k = 1. (64)

One may put the background AdS metric to the canonical form by performing the
coordinate transformation

u =
Y ∓

√
T 2 −X2 − Z2

a
, T =

a2 (2− P )
2xv

,

v = ± a

2
√
T 2 −X2 − Z2

, X =
a2P

2xv
,

x = ±
2a

√
T 2 −X2 − Z2

X + T
, Y =

a (1 + 2uv)
2v

,

y =
2aZ
X + T

, Z =
ay

2xv
, (65)

where a =
√
− 3

Λ̃
.

The case KN(Λ̃−, k−) is represented by canonical choice α = 1, β = 0, γ = 0
leading to

Q = 1 − Λ̃
12

(x2 + y2), k =
Λ̃
6
. (66)

In this case the background AdS metric can be cast to the canonical form by using
coordinate transformation

u =
√

2
(
±
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2 − T

)
, T =

√
2
a2 − uv

2v
,

v = ± a2

√
2
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2

, X =
√

2a2P

2Qv
,

x =
2aZ

X ±
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2

, Y =
√

2ax
2Qv

,

y =
2aY

X ±
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2

, Z =
√

2ay
2Qv

, (67)

where a =
√
− 3

Λ̃
.

In the last case with seed metrics KN(Λ̃−, k0) the canonical choice is α = 1,

β =
√
− 1

3 Λ̃ cos θ and γ =
√
− 1

3 Λ̃ sin θ.
It is worth to note that in special case when θ is independent of u (Siklos

waves) one can obtain the same five-dimensional metric by either warping appropriate
Einstein four dimensional seed metric (52) using (43) or by warping Ricci-flat pp -
waves using (44). This is related to the fact that Siklos waves can be cast to a form
conformal to pp-waves (see e.g. [18] for details).

6. Expanding Einstein spacetimes

6.1. Optical constraint

As in [4], for θ 6= 0 one can express D logH from equation (33)

D logH =
LikLik

θ(n− 2)
− (n− 2)θ, (68)
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which after substituting back to (31) leads to the “optical constraint” [4]

LikLjk =
LlkLlk

(n− 2)θ
Sij . (69)

It follows that Lij is also a normal matrix and thus it can be put into a block-diagonal
form by appropriate spins. Furthermore, such canonical frame is compatible with
parallel transport along k [22]. Consequently, dependence of the optical matrix on the
affine parameter r along k can be determined from Sachs equation [22, 4]. This leads
to

Lij =




L(1)

. . .
L(p)

L̃




, (70)

with L(1), . . . ,L(p) being 2 × 2 blocks of the form

L(µ) =
(

s(2µ) A2µ,2µ+1

−A2µ,2µ+1 s(2µ)

)
(µ = 1, . . . , p),

s(2µ) =
r

r2 + (a0
(2µ))

2
, A2µ,2µ+1 =

a0
(2µ)

r2 + (a0
(2µ))

2
, (71)

and L̃ being (n− 2 − 2p) × (n− 2− 2p)-dimensional diagonal matrix

L̃ =
1
r
diag(1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

(m−2p)

, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2−m)

) (72)

with 0 ≤ 2p ≤ m ≤ n− 2 and m denoting the rank of Lij .
As in [4] trace of Lij is

(n− 2)θ = 2
p∑

µ=1

r

r2 + (a0
(2µ))

2
+
m− 2p

r
(73)

and

LikLik = (n− 2)θ
1
r
. (74)

Using the above results we can determine the r-dependence of H by integrating (68)

H =
H0

rm−2p−1

p∏

µ=1

1
r2 + (a0

(2µ))
2
, (75)

which is identical to the case with vanishing Λ discussed in detail in [4].
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6.2. Algebraic type

Let us show that Weyl types III and N are not compatible with expanding Einstein
KS spacetimes.

For types III and N, boost weight zero Weyl components vanish. In particular
vanishing of C0i1j as given in Appendix A implies

LijDH = 2HAikLkj . (76)

Multiplying the above equation with Llj , using the optical constraint and taking the
trace gives

θDH = 0. (77)

Now we can repeat the argument given in Appendix B of [4] that case DH = 0 implies
Aij = 0 and Sij = diag(s, 0, . . . , 0). This form of the optical matrix is not compatible
with the canonical form of Lij for Einstein spacetimes of types III and N determined
in [9] using Bianchi identities in the vacuum case. Since cosmological constant does
not enter Bianchi identities, same results follow also for Einstein spacetimes. Note
that although in the corresponding proof in [9] additional assumptions were made in
the type III case, these assumptions were not used in the non-twisting case needed
here. We can thus conclude that expanding Einstein GKS solutions with DH = 0 do
not exist. Then from (77)

Proposition 5 Einstein generalized Kerr–Schild spacetimes (2) with expanding KS
congruence k are of Weyl types II or D or conformally flat.

6.3. r-dependence of b.w. 0 components

For expressing r-dependence of boost weight zero components of the Weyl tensor we
adopt more compact notation [12, 11],

Φij ≡ C0i1j , Φ = C0101 , ΦS
ij = −1

2
Cikjk , ΦA

ij =
1
2
C01ij . (78)

Substituting r-dependence of Lij (70)–(72) to the expressions for the corresponding
Weyl tensor components given in Appendix A we immediately obtain r-dependence
of Φij

Φ2µ,2µ = Φ2µ+1,2µ+1 = −DHs(2µ) − 2HA2
2µ,2µ+1 ,

Φ2µ,2µ+1 = ΦA
2µ,2µ+1 = −D(HA2µ,2µ+1) , (79)

Φαβ = −r−1δαβ , Φ = D2H .

Hence Φij reproduces the block diagonal structure of matrix Lij . Similarly one can
determine r-dependence of the remaining non-vanishing boost weight zero components

C2µ,2µ+1,2µ,2µ+1 = 2H
(
3A2

2µ,2µ+1 − s2(2µ)

)
,

C2µ,2µ+1,2ν,2ν+1 = 2C2µ,2ν,2µ+1,2ν+1 = −2C2µ,2ν+1,2µ+1,2ν = 4HA2µ,2µ+1A2ν,2ν+1 ,

C2µ,2ν,2µ,2ν = C2µ,2ν+1,2µ,2ν+1 = −2Hs(2µ)s(2ν) ,

C(α)(i)(α)(i) = −2Hs(i)r−1 , (80)

where µ 6= ν.
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6.4. Singularities

Let us briefly discuss curvature singularities of Einstein expanding GKS metrics.
Since these spacetimes are by proposition 5 of types II or D (omitting the trivial
conformally flat case), the Kretschmann scalar is determined by boost weight zero
Weyl components

RabcdR
abcd = 4 (R0101)

2 − 4R01ijR01ij + 8R0i1jR0j1i +RijklRijkl (81)

= 4Φ2 + 8ΦS
ijΦ

S
ij − 24ΦA

ijΦ
A
ij + CijklCijkl +

8n
(n− 1)(n− 2)2

Λ2. (82)

The only additional term with respect to the vacuum case is the last constant term
proportional to Λ2, which clearly cannot influence singularities of the expression.
Therefore, using results of [4], in the “generic” case (2p 6= m, 2p 6= m− 1) curvature
singularities are located at r = 0. Note that this case also includes all expanding, non-
twisting Einstein GKS solutions, such as higher dimensional (A)dS–Schwarzschild–
Tangherlini black holes.

In the special cases 2p = m and 2p = m − 1, presence of curvature singularity
depends on the behavior of functions a0

(2µ), which depend on other coordinates than
r. If a0

(2µ) admit real roots at x = x0, then a curvature singularity is located at r = 0,
x = x0. This case corresponds e.g. to the ring shaped singularity of the Kerr–de Sitter
spacetime (see Appendix B for details).

7. Summary and discussion

Although corresponding calculations for Einstein GKS spacetimes are considerably
more involved, most of the results originally obtained in the vacuum case in [4] hold
for non-vanishing cosmological constant as well.

In particular the KS vector k is geodetic iff T00 = Tabk
akb component of the

stress energy tensor vanishes. Since this holds for Einstein spacetimes, we have further
assumed k being geodetic. It then can be shown that GKS spacetimes are algebraically
special with k being the multiple WAND.

GKS metrics naturally split into two subclasses with expansion θ either vanishing
or non-vanishing.

In the vacuum case it has been shown that non-expanding KS spacetimes are
equivalent to the Kundt type N solutions. It is not clear at present whether such
equivalence holds for Einstein GKS Kundt type N as well. Here we have just shown
that such equivalence holds in four dimensions and that in higher dimensions non-
expanding Einstein GKS spacetimes belong to Einstein Kundt type N. We also
constructed several explicit examples of Einstein GKS Kundt spacetimes using the
Brinkmann warp product.

It has been also shown that for expanding Einstein GKS spacetimes optical matrix
Lij obeys the optical constraint. In combination with k being a WAND, it allows
us to solve Sachs equation (see [22] for related discussion in more general context),
determine the r-dependence of the optical matrix (see Appendix B for comparison of
the general GKS case with the five-dimensional (A)dS–Kerr black hole), KS function
H, boost weight zero components of the Weyl tensor and Kretschmann scalar. It
has been also observed that in the non-twisting case a curvature singularity is always
located at r = 0 (this for example applies to higher dimensional (A)dS–Schwarzschild–
Tangherlini black holes), while in some twisting cases further information is needed
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(note that e.g. five-dimensional Kerr–de Sitter black hole with two non-zero spins is
regular at r = 0, while it is singular when one spin vanishes, see Appendix B for
details).

In future works it would be of interest to study whether some of the above results
hold in more general context, such as for Kerr–Schild spacetimes in Einstein–Gauss–
Bonnet gravity [23], for extended Kerr–Schild ansatz [24] (see also [25]) or for multi-
Kerr–Schild form [26] and analyze what precisely are the conditions for these classes
of spacetimes to admit some sort of hidden symmetries [27].

It would be also useful to employ the results of this paper for finding
new expanding Einstein GKS solutions or studying possible uniqueness of higher
dimensional (A)dS–Kerr black holes and related black strings/branes within this class
of spacetimes.
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Appendix A. Riemann and Weyl components

Riemann tensor frame components sorted by boost weight for geodetic and affinely
parametrized KS vector k read

R0i0j = 0 , R010i = 0 , R0ijk = 0 , (A.1)

R0101 = D2H− 2Λ
(n− 2)(n− 1)

, R01ij = −2AijDH + 4HSk[jAi]k , (A.2)

R0i1j = −LijDH + 2HAikLkj +
2Λ

(n− 2)(n− 1)
δij , (A.3)

Rijkl = 4H
(
AijAkl +Al[iAj]k + Sl[iSj]k

)
+

2Λ
(n− 2)(n− 1)

(δikδjl − δilδjk) , (A.4)

R011i = −δi (DH) + 2L[i1]DH + LjiδjH + 2H (L1jLji − Lj1Sij) , (A.5)

R1ijk = 2L[j|iδ|k]H + 2AjkδiH + 4H
(
δ[kSj]i +

l

M [jk]Sil −
l

M i[jSk]l

+ L1iAjk + L1[kAj]i

)
, (A.6)

R1i1j = δi(δjH) +
k

M (ij)δkH + 4L1(iδj)H− 2L(i|1δj)H +N(ij)DH− Sij∆H

+ 2H
(
δ(iL1|j) − ∆Sij − 2L1(iLj)1 + 2L1iL1j − Lk(iNk|j) + L1k

k

M (ij)

− 2HLk(iAj)k − 2HAikAjk − Lk(i

k

M j)1 − L(i|k
k

Mj)1

)
. (A.7)

Weyl frame components for GKS Einstein spaces (29) are

C0i0j = 0 , C010i = 0 , C0ijk = 0 , (A.8)

C0101 = R0101 +
2Λ

(n− 2)(n− 1)
, C01ij = R01ij , (A.9)
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C0i1j = R0i1j −
2Λ

(n− 2)(n− 1)
δij , (A.10)

Cijkl = Rijkl −
2Λ

(n− 2)(n− 1)
(δikδjl − δilδjk) , (A.11)

C011i = R011i , C1ijk = R1ijk , C1i1j = R1i1j . (A.12)

Appendix B. Five-dimensional Kerr–(A)dS metric

Higher dimensional Kerr–(A)dS metric in the GKS form (2) is given in [7]. In five
dimensions the background metric, KS vector k and function H are

ḡ = − (1 − λr2)∆
(1 + λa2)(1 + λb2)

dt2 +
r2ρ2

(1 − λr2)(r2 + a2)(r2 + b2)
dr2 +

ρ2

∆
dθ2

+
(r2 + a2) sin2 θ

1 + λa2
dφ2 +

(r2 + b2) cos2 θ
1 + λb2

dψ2 ,

k =
∆

(1 + λa2)(1 + λb2)
dt+

r2ρ2

(1 − λr2)(r2 + a2)(r2 + b2)
dr

− a sin2 θ

1 + λa2
dφ− b cos2 θ

1 + λb2
dψ ,

H = −M
ρ2

, (B.1)

where

ρ2 = r2 + ν2 , ∆ = 1 + λν2 , ν =
√
a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ (B.2)

and λ is defined as in (35).
In agreement with propositions 1 and 2, the KS vector k is a geodetic a multiple

WAND. In fact k is also affinely parametrized. Let us complete a null frame by
choosing the following null vector n and spacelike vectors m(i)

k = − 1
1− λr2

∂

∂t
+

∂

∂r
− a

r2 + a2

∂

∂ϕ
− b

r2 + b2
∂

∂ψ
,

n =
(

1
2

(1 + λa2)(1 + λb2)(1 − λr2)
∆

−
M

ρ2

)
k +

(1 + λa2)(1 + λb2)
∆

∂

∂t
,

m(2) =

√
∆
ρ

∂

∂θ
,

m(3) =
ρ sin θ cos θ√

∆ν

[
(b2 − a2)(1 − λr2)

ρ2

∂

∂r
− a(1 + λa2)

(r2 + a2) sin2 θ

∂

∂ϕ

+
b(1 + λb2)

(r2 + b2) cos2 θ
∂

∂ψ

]
,

m(4) =
abr

ν

[
1 − λr2

r2
∂

∂r
+

1 + λa2

a(r2 + a2)
∂

∂ϕ
+

1 + λb2

b(r2 + b2)
∂

∂ψ

]
, (B.3)

such that the optical matrix Lij takes the block-diagonal form (70). We then find
a parallelly propagated frame by transforming the frame (B.3) and requiring that
the block-diagonal structure of Lij remains unchanged. This can be achieved by
performing a rotation in m(2), m(3) plane followed by a null rotation with fixed k

n̂ = n + z2m̂
(2) + z4m̂

(4) +
1
2
(
z2
2 + z2

4

)
k,
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5D Kerr–de Sitter GKS (n = 5, m = 3, p = 1)

L =




r
ρ2

ν
ρ2 0

− ν
ρ2

r
ρ2 0

0 0 1
r


 L =




s(2) A2,3 0

−A2,3 s(2) 0

0 0 1
r




H = −M 1
r2+ν2 H = H0

1
r2+(a0

(2))
2

s(2) = r
r2+ν2 s(2) = r

r2+(a0
(2))

2

A2,3 = ν
r2+ν2 A2,3 =

a0
(2)

r2+(a0
(2))

2

Table B1. Comparison of the optical matrices of five-dimensional Kerr–(Anti-)de
Sitter and corresponding generalized Kerr–Schild spacetime.

m̂(2) =
ν

ρ
m(2) − r

ρ
m(3) − z2k,

m̂(3) =
r

ρ
m(2) +

ν

ρ
m(3),

m̂(4) = m(4) − z4k, (B.4)

with

z2 = −λ(a
2 − b2)r sin θ cos θ

ν
, z4 = −λabr

ν
. (B.5)

The optical matrix Lij of five-dimensional Kerr–(A)dS metric is of rank m = 3
and it contains one 2 × 2 block (p = 1). One may compare this particular Lij with
the corresponding optical matrix (70) of general GKS spacetime (with n = 5, m = 3,
p = 1), see table B1. The two presented quantities are in agreement and obviously

a0
(2) = ν , H0 = −M . (B.6)

Let us briefly discuss presence of curvature singularities using the results of
section 6.4. If a 6= 0, b 6= 0 then 2p = m − 1 and since a0

(2) does not admit roots,
there are no curvature singularities in this case. If we set one of the spins to zero, e.g.
b = 0, then a0

(2) has one real root at θ = π
2 corresponding to a ring shaped singularity

known from the four-dimensional Kerr solution.
Putting a = b = 0 (non-twisting case corresponding to (A)dS–Schwarzschild–

Tangherlini limit) implies p = 0. Since neither 2p = m − 1 nor 2p = m a curvature
singularity is located at r = 0.
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